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We calculate the detectability of the polarization of the cosmic microwave background ~CMB! as a function
of the sky coverage, angular resolution, and instrumental sensitivity for a hypothetical experiment. We consider
the gradient component of the polarization from density perturbations ~scalar modes! and the curl component
from gravitational waves ~tensor modes!. We show that the amplitude ~and thus the detectability! of the
polarization from density perturbations is roughly the same in any model as long as the model fits the
big-bang-nucleosynthesis ~BBN! baryon density and degree-scale anisotropy measurements. The degree-scale
polarization is smaller ~and accordingly more difficult to detect! if the baryon density is higher. We show that
the sensitivity to the polarization from density perturbations and gravitational waves is improved ~by a factor
of 30! in a fixed-time experiment with a deeper survey of a smaller region of sky.
PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 98.80.EsI. INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that the cosmic microwave back-
ground ~CMB! must be polarized if it has a cosmological
origin @1–4#. Detection, and ultimately mapping, of the po-
larization will help isolate the peculiar velocity at the surface
of last scatter @5#, constrain the ionization history of the Uni-
verse @6#, determine the nature of primordial perturbations
@7,8#, detect an inflationary gravitational-wave background
@9,10#, primordial magnetic fields @11–13#, and cosmological
parity violation @14,15#, and maybe more ~see, e.g., Ref. @16#
for a recent review!. However, the precise amplitude and
angular spectrum of the polarization depends on a structure-
formation model and the values of numerous undetermined
parameters. Moreover, it has so far eluded detection.
A variety of experiments are now poised to detect the
polarization for the first time. But what is the ideal experi-
ment? What angular resolution, instrumental sensitivity, and
fraction of the sky should be targeted? Can it be picked out
more easily by cross-correlating with the CMB temperature?
The purpose of this paper is to answer these questions in a
fairly model-independent way.
We first address the detectability of the gradient compo-
nent of the polarization from density perturbations. A priori,
one might expect the detectability of this signal to depend
sensitively on details of the structure-formation model, ion-
ization history, and on a variety of undetermined cosmologi-
cal parameters. However, we find that if we fix the baryon-
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and demand that the degree-scale anisotropy agree with re-
cent measurements, then the detectability of the polarization
is roughly model-independent. We provide some analytic ar-
guments in support of this result. We can thus specify an
experiment that would be more-or-less guaranteed to detect
the CMB polarization. Non-detection in such experiments
would thus only be explained if the baryon density consid-
erably exceeded the BBN value.
We then consider the curl1 component of the polarization
from an inflationary gravitational-wave background. This ex-
tends slightly the work of Refs. @18,19#.2 The new twist here
is that we consider maps with partial sky coverage ~rather
than only full-sky maps! and find that in a noise-limited
fixed-time experiment, the sensitivity to gravitational waves
may be improved considerably by surveying more deeply a
smaller patch of sky.3
Since the polarization should be detected shortly, our
main results on its detectability should, strictly speaking, be-
come obsolete fairly quickly. Even so, our results should be
of some lasting value as they provide figures of merit for
comparing the relative value, in terms of signal-to-noise, of
various future CMB polarization experiments. It should be
kept in mind, however, that ours is a hypothetical experiment
1There have been different definitions for ‘‘curl’’ in the literature.
We follow the definitions used in @17#.
2There is also related work in Refs. @20–22# in which it is deter-
mined how accurately various cosmological and inflationary param-
eters can be determined in case of a positive detection.
3Similar arguments were investigated for temperature maps in
Refs. @23,24#.©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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artifacts understood, and any comparison with realistic ex-
periments must take these effects into account.
Section II briefly reviews the CMB polarization signals.
Section III introduces the formalism for determining the de-
tectability of polarization for a given experiment. Section IV
considers polarization from scalar modes for a putative
structure-formation model and Sec. V evaluates the detect-
ability of the polarization from gravitational waves ~using
only the curl component of the polarization!. Section VI pre-
sents the results of the prior two sections in a slightly differ-
ent way. Section VII shows that the results for scalar modes
in Sec. IV would be essentially the same in virtually any
other structure-formation model with a BBN baryon density
and degree-scale temperature anisotropy that matches recent
measurements. We make some concluding remarks in
Sec. VII.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF CMB POLARIZATION
Ultimately, the primary goal of CMB polarization experi-
ments will be to reconstruct the polarization power spectra
and the temperature-polarization power spectrum. Just as a
temperature ~T! map can be expanded in terms of spherical
harmonics, a polarization map can be expanded in terms of a
set of tensor spherical harmonics for the gradient ~G! com-
ponent of the polarization and another set of harmonics for
the curl ~C! component @17,25#. Thus, the two-point statistics
of the T/P map are specified completely by the six power
spectra Cl
XX8 for X,X85$T,G,C%. Parity invariance demands
that Cl
TC5Cl
GC50 ~unless the physics that gives rise to
CMB fluctuations is parity breaking @14#!. Therefore the sta-
tistics of the CMB temperature-polarization map are com-
pletely specified by the four sets of moments, Cl
TT
, Cl
TG
,
Cl
GG
, and Cl
CC
. See, e.g., Fig. 1 in Ref. @18# for sample
spectra from adiabatic perturbations and from gravitational
waves.
There are essentially two things we would like to do with
the CMB polarization: ~1! map the G component to study
primordial density perturbations, and ~2! search for the C
component due to inflationary gravitational waves @9,10#.
The G signal from density perturbations is more-or-less
guaranteed to be there at some level ~to be quantified further
below!, and will undoubtedly provide a wealth of informa-
tion on the origin of structure and the values of cosmological
parameters. The amplitude of the C component from infla-
tionary gravitational waves is proportional to the square of
the ~to-be-determined! energy scale of inflation. It is not
guaranteed to be large enough to be detectable even if infla-
tion did occur. On the other hand, if inflation had something
to do with grand unification or Planck-scale physics, as many
theorists surmise, then the polarization is conceivably detect-
able, as argued in Refs. @16,18,20# and further below. If de-
tected, it would provide a unique and direct window to the
Universe as it was 10236 seconds after the big bang.
III. FORMALISM
We first address the general question of the detectability
of a particular polarization component. We assume that the08350amplitude of the various polarization signals will each be
picked out by a maximum-likelihood analysis @26#. The
shape of the likelihood function will then give limits on the
parameters, in this case the various power spectra, Cl
XX that
describe the CMB. In particular, the curvature of the likeli-
hood gives traditional error bars, defined as for a Gaussian
distribution ~but see Ref. @27# for a discussion of the more
complicated true non-Gaussian distribution!. Here we will
concentrate on the error bar for the overall amplitude of the
power spectra.
We can then ask, what is the smallest amplitude that
could be distinguished from the null hypothesis of no polar-
ization component by an experiment that maps the polariza-
tion over some fraction of the sky with a given angular reso-
lution and instrumental noise? This question was addressed
~for the curl component! in Ref. @18# for a full-sky map. If an
experiment concentrates on a smaller region of sky, then
several things happen that affect the sensitivity: ~1! informa-
tion from modes with l&180/u ~where u2 is the area on the
sky mapped! is lost;4 ~2! the sample variance is increased;
~3! the noise per pixel is decreased since more time can be
spent integrating on this smaller patch of the sky.
For definiteness, suppose we hypothesize that there is a C
component of the polarization with a power spectrum that
has the l dependence expected from inflation ~as shown in
Fig. 1 in Ref. @18#!, but an unknown amplitude T.5
We can predict the size of the error that we will obtain
from the ensemble average of the curvature of the likelihood
function ~also known as the Fisher matrix! @28,29#. For ex-
ample, consider the tensor signal. In such a likelihood analy-
sis, the expected error will be sT , where
1
sT 2
5(
l
S ]ClCC]T D
2 1
~s l
CC!2
, ~1!
with similar equations for the other Cl
XX
.
Here, the s l
XX8 are the expected errors at individual l for
each of the XX8 power spectra. These are given by ~cf. Ref.
@17#!
s l
CC5A 2f sky(2l11) ~ClCC1 f skyw21Bl22!,
~2!
s l
GG5A 2f sky(2l11) ~ClGG1 f skyw21Bl22!,
4This is not strictly true. In principle, as usual in Fourier analysis,
less sky coverage merely limits the independent modes one can
measure to have a spacing of dl*180/u . In practice, instrumental
effects ~detector drifts; ‘‘1/f’’ noise! will render the smallest of
these bins unobservable.
5We define T[6C2TT, tens where C2TT, tens is the tensor contribution
to the temperature quadrupole moment expected for a scale-
invariant spectrum.1-2
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TG5A 1f sky(2l11)@~ClTG!2
1~Cl
TT1 f skyw21Bl22!~ClGG1 f skyw21Bl22!#1/2,
where w5(tpixNpixT02)/(4ps2) is the weight ~inverse vari-
ance! on the sky spread over 4p steradians, f sky is the frac-
tion of the sky observed, and tpix is the time spent observing
each of the Npix pixels. The detector sensitivity is s and the
average sky temperature is T052.73 mK ~and hence all Cl
XX8
are measured in dimensionless DT/T units!. The inverse
weight for a full-sky observation is w2152.14
310215tyr
21(s/200 mK Asec)2 with tyr the total observing
time in years. Finally, Bl is the experimental beam, which for
a Gaussian is Bl5e2l
2su
2/2
. We assume all detectors are po-
larized. As mentioned, all other Cl
XX8 cross terms are zero ~in
the usual cases, at least!.
The CC and GG errors each have two terms, one propor-
tional to Cl
XX ~the sample variance!, and another propor-
tional to w21 ~the noise variance!. The TG error is more
complicated since it involves the product of two different
fields ~T and G! on the sky.
There are several complications to note when considering
these formulas: ~1! We never have access to the actual Cl
XX8
,
but only to some estimate of the spectra; ~2! the expressions
only deal approximately with the effect of partial sky cover-
age; and ~3! the actual likelihood function can be consider-
ably non-Gaussian, so the expressions above do not really
refer to ‘‘1 sigma confidence limits.’’
Here, we are interested in the detectability of a polariza-
tion component; that is, what is the smallest polarization am-
plitude that we could confidently differentiate from zero?
This answer in detail depends on the full shape of the like-
lihood function: the ‘‘number of sigma’’ that the likelihood
maximum lies away from zero is related to the fraction of
integrated likelihood between zero and the maximum. This
gives an indication of how well the observation can be dis-
tinguished from zero power in the polarization. Toy prob-
lems and experience give us an approximate rule of thumb:
the signal is detectable when it can be differentiated from the
‘‘null hypothesis’’ of Cl
XX50. Stated another ~more Baye-
sian! way, for a fixed noise variance, as we increase the
observed signal the fraction of probability below the peak
increases rapidly when the sample variance—i.e., the esti-
mated power—approaches the noise. Thus, on the one hand
you need to observe enough sky to sufficiently decrease the
sample variance, and a small enough noise that the sample
variance dominates.
Thus, the l component of the tensor signal ~for example!
is detectable if its amplitude is greater than
s l
CC5A2/~2l11 ! f sky1/2w21el
2sb
2
. ~3!
We then estimate the smallest tensor amplitude T that can be
distinguished from zero ~at ‘‘1 sigma’’! by using Eq. ~1! with
the null hypothesis Cl
TT50. Putting it all together, the small-08350est detectable tensor amplitude @scaled by the largest consis-
tent with the cosmic background explorer ~COBE!# is
sT
T .1.47310
217 tyr S s200 mKAsecD
2 S udegD Su21/2 , ~4!
where
Su5 (
l>(180/u)
~2l11 !~Cl
CC!2e22l
2sb
2
. ~5!
The expression for the GG signal from density perturbations
is obtained by replacing Cl
CC by Cl
GG @and s l
GG is the same as
s l
CC given in Eq. ~3!#.
For the TG cross-correlation, things are more compli-
cated. First of all, the expression for s l
TG in Eq. ~2! has terms
involving the temperature power spectra and observing char-
acteristics. Second, we know that there is a temperature com-
ponent on the sky, so we must pick a ‘‘null hypothesis’’ with
the observed Cl
TT
. The TG moments also have covariances
with the TT and GG moments @see Eqs. ~3.28!–~3.30! in Ref.
@17##, but these are zero for the null hypothesis of no polar-
ization. Hence, with the null hypothesis of no polarization,
the variance with which each Cl
TG can be measured is
s l
TG5A1/f sky~2l11 !@ f skyw21el
2sb
2
~Cl
TT1 f skyw21el
2sb
2
!#1/2.
~6!
Thus, the dependence on s is more complicated than in Eq.
~6!, so the end result for the polarization sensitivity achiev-
able by cross-correlating with the temperature does not scale
simply with s or tyr as it does for GG and CC.
IV. DETECTABILITY OF DENSITY-PERTURBATION
SIGNAL
Since the polarization has yet to be detected, the obvious
first goal of a current experiment should be to detect unam-
biguously the polarization. In the standard theory with adia-
batic perturbations somehow laid down prior to last scatter-
ing, the G polarization is inevitable. Density perturbations
will thus produce a nonzero GG power spectrum and a TG
power spectrum. We discuss the detectability of polarization
from only the GG signal or the TG signal individually, and
then from the combination of both signals.
A. The GG signal
We have calculated the detectability of the polarization
from density perturbations ~using only the GG power spec-
trum!, and results are shown in Fig. 1. Here, we ask the
following: Suppose there is a polarization signal with an l
dependence characteristic of density perturbations but of un-
known amplitude. What is the smallest polarization ampli-
tude that could be distinguished from the null hypothesis of
no polarization? The short-dashed curves ~which coincide
with the solid curves for small survey widths! in Fig. 1 show
the smallest polarization amplitude S ~scaled by that ex-
pected for a COBE-normalized CDM model! detectable ~at1-3
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the polarization only on a square region of the sky with a
given width. The curves are ~from top to bottom! for FWHM
beamwidths of 1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 degrees.
The results scale with the square of the detector sensitivity
and inversely to the duration of the experiment. Any experi-
ment that has a (sS /S) smaller than unity should be able to
detect the polarization expected in a CDM model at .3s .
Figure 1 shows that an experiment with comparable s can in
a few months achieve the same signal-to-noise with the GG
power spectrum as MAP.
B. The TG signal
We have also done the same analysis for the temperature-
polarization cross correlation ~the TG power spectrum!, and
the results are indicated by the long-dashed curves in Fig. 1.
Here we ask, what is the smallest polarization signal that
could be distinguished from the null hypothesis of no polar-
ization by looking for the expected temperature-polarization
cross-correlation? First of all, the analog of Eq. ~3! for GG is
given for TG by Eq. ~6!. Thus, cosmic variance in the tem-
perature map comes into play even if we investigate the null
hypothesis of no polarization. As a result, the detectability of
the polarization from temperature-polarization cross-
correlation does not scale simply with the instrumental sen-
FIG. 1. The smallest amplitude S of the polarization signal from
density perturbations ~scaled by that expected from a COBE-
normalized CDM model! that could be detected at 3s with various
values of the detector sensitivity s ~given in units of mKAsec) for
an experiment that runs for one year and maps a square region of
the sky of a given width. The long-dash curves show the sensitivi-
ties achievable by cross-correlating with the CMB temperature. The
short-dash curves show sensitivities achievable using only the po-
larization autocorrelation function ~the GG power spectrum!. The
solid curves show results achievable using both the GG and TG
power spectra. The curves are ~from top to bottom! for FWHM
beamwidths of 1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 degrees. For s
,10 mKAsec, the sensitivity comes entirely from the polarization
autocorrelation and scales as s2 and inversely with tyr , as shown in
the top left-hand panel.08350sitivity s ~and this is why we present results for detectability
in four panels for four different values of s in Fig. 1 rather
than on one panel as we will for the curl component in Fig.
2!. However, comparing the long-dash curves in all four pan-
els, we see that for s&200 mKAsec ~reasonable values for
just about any future experiments!, the detector-noise term in
Eq. ~6! is less important than the Cl
TT term, so the result for
sS /S scales with s.
C. Combining the TG and GG signals
Comparing the long- and short-dash curves in Fig. 1, we
see that the polarization sensitivity obtained by looking for a
temperature-polarization cross-correlation improves on that
obtained from the polarization autocorrelation ~for fixed an-
gular resolution and detector sensitivity! only for nearly full-
sky surveys with s*50 mKAsec. Thus, the sensitivity of
MAP ~full-sky and s.150 mKAsec) to polarization will
come primarily from cross-correlating with the temperature
map, while the signal-to-noise for polarization auto-
correlation and temperature-polarization cross-correlation
should be roughly comparable for Planck. The figure also
indicates that in an experiment with s&100 mKAsec that
maps only a small fraction of the sky ~widths &10°), the
polarization is more easily detected via polarization autocor-
relations; cross-correlating with the temperature should not
significantly improve the prospects for detecting the polar-
ization in such experiments.
The total sensitivity achievable using both TG and GG
together is obtained by adding the sensitivities from each in
FIG. 2. The smallest tensor amplitude T that could be detected at
3s with an experiment with a detector sensitivity s510 mKAsec
that runs for one year and maps a square region of the sky of a
given width. The result scales with the square of the detector sen-
sitivity and inversely with the duration of the experiment. The
curves are ~from top to bottom! for FWHM beamwidths of 1, 0.5,
0.3, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05 degrees. The horizontal line shows the upper
limit to the tensor amplitude from COBE.1-4
POLARIZATION PURSUERS’ GUIDE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 083501quadrature.6 The solid curves in Fig. 1 show the polarization
sensitivities achievable by combining the GG and TG data.
For s&10 mKAsec, the sensitivity comes entirely from the
polarization auto-correlation and scales as s2, as shown in
the top left-hand panel.
We see that the sensitivity to the polarization can improve
as the angular resolution is improved all the way down to
0.01 degrees, and the ideal survey size varies from 2–3 de-
grees ~for an angular resolution of 1 degree! to a fraction of
a degree for better angular resolution.
V. DETECTABILITY OF THE CURL COMPONENT
Consider next the C component, which can tell us about
the amplitude of gravitational waves produced, for example,
by inflation. We have carried out the exercise as for the
scalar signal. As above we hypothesize that there is a C
component of the polarization with an unknown amplitude T.
Results are shown in Fig. 2. Plotted there is the smallest
gravitational-wave ~i.e., tensor! amplitude T detectable at 3s
by an experiment with a detector sensitivity s510 mKAsec
that maps a square region of the sky over a year with a given
beamwidth. The horizontal line shows the upper limit to the
tensor amplitude from COBE. The curves are ~from top to
bottom! for FWHM beamwidths of 1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, and
0.05 degrees. The results scale with the square of the detector
sensitivity and inversely to the duration of the experiment.
The sensitivity to the tensor signal is a little better with an
0.5-degree beam than with a 1-degree beam, but even
smaller angular resolution does not improve the sensitivity
much. And with a resolution of 0.5 degrees or better, the best
survey size for detecting this tensor signal is about 3 to 5
degrees. If such a fraction of the sky is surveyed, the sensi-
tivity to a tensor signal ~rms! will be about 30 times better
than with a full-sky survey with the same detector sensitivity
and duration ~and thus 30 times better than indicated in Refs.
@16,18#. Thus, a balloon experiment with the same detector
sensitivity as MAP could in principle detect the same tensor
amplitude in a few weeks that MAP would in a year. ~A
width of 200 degrees corresponds to full-sky coverage.!
The tensor amplitude is related to the energy scale of
inflation7 by T5(E infl/731018 GeV)4, and COBE currently
constrains E infl&231016 GeV @16,30#. Thus with Fig. 2, one
can determine the inflationary energy scale accessible with
any given experiment.
VI. SOME DETAILS AND INSIGHT
Figure 3 is intended to provide some additional insight
into the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 3 plots the
summands ~with arbitrary normalization! from Eq. ~5! for Su
for the CC and GG signals for a full-sky map with perfect
6In principle, there are cross terms between TG and GG in the
correlation matrix. However, for the null hypothesis of no polariza-
tion, these are zero; cf., Eq. ~3.29! in Ref. @17#.
7The energy scale of inflation is defined here to be the fourth root
of the inflaton-potential height.08350angular resolution. It also shows the analogous summand for
TG. The detectability of each signal ~CC, GG, and TG! is
inversely proportional to the square root of the area under
each curve. A finite beamwidth ~and/or instrumental noise!
would reduce the contribution from higher l’s and a survey
area less than full-sky would reduce the contribution from
lower l’s. The figure illustrates that the CC signal is best
detected with l&200 and the GG signal is best detected with
l.20021200, as may have been surmised from Figs. 1 and
2. The TG signal is spread over a larger range of l’s. In
particular, note that very little of Su comes from l&10 in
any case, so the loss of the l&10 modes that comes with
survey regions smaller than 10310 deg2 does not signifi-
cantly affect the detectability of the polarization signals.
And now for some historical perspective. Although not
shown, the Su for the temperature power spectrum TT peaks
very sharply at low l ~it essentially falls off as l23 for a
nearly scale-invariant spectrum @ l(l11)Cl.const# such as
that observed!. Thus, in retrospect, the COBE full-sky scan
was indeed the best strategy for detecting the temperature
anisotropy. An equal-time survey of a smaller region of the
sky would have made detection far less likely.
VII. MODEL INDEPENDENCE OF THE RESULTS
In Sec. IV we used a standard-CDM model for our calcu-
lations, and it is natural to inquire whether and/or how our
results depend on this assumption. The purpose of this sec-
tion is to illustrate that the results shown above are, to a large
extent, independent of the gross features and details of the
structure-formation model as long as we ~1! use the BBN
baryon density and ~2! demand that the model reproduce
the degree-scale anisotropy observed by several recent
experiments.
FIG. 3. The summands for Su for the CC, TG, and GG signals
for a full-sky map with perfect angular resolution and no detector
noise. The signal-to-noise of each signal is proportional to the in-
verse of the square root of the area under the curve. A beam of
finite width uFWHM would reduce the contribution from l
.200(uFWHM /deg)21’s and a survey of width u would reduce the
contribution from l,(u/180 deg)’s.1-5
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els in which the CMB power spectrum passes through recent
data points near l;200, as shown in Fig. 4. The models are
listed in Table I. The Cl
GG polarization power spectrum for
each model is shown in Fig. 5. The detectability of the
polarization—in the manner of Fig. 1—in each of these mod-
els is shown in Fig. 6. All of the models ~except the high-
baryon-density models! have the BBN baryon-to-photon ra-
tio, Vbh250.02. Figure 5 shows that all models with the
BBN baryon density produce roughly the same amount of
polarization, and Fig. 6 shows more precisely that the detect-
abilities are all similar. The only models in which the polar-
ization signal is significantly smaller ~and accordingly harder
FIG. 4. The temperature power spectra for the structure-
formation models listed in Table I. The models were all chosen to
fit ~by eye! the data points ~see Ref. @27# for how the data points
were compiled! near l;200.
TABLE I. Parameters for the models in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. In
model 5, the cosmological constant is actually a quintessence com-
ponent with an equation of state w520.5. We get the power spec-
tra for model 10 ~the defect model! by scaling the power spectra of
Ref. @31# so that the Cl
TT fit the data near the first peak. Since Ref.
@31# uses Vbh250.0125, we use the scaling discussed in the text
@5,32# to approximate the polarization power spectrum for Vbh2
50.02.
Model V0 VL Vn h n Vbh2 tr
1 LCDM 1 0.7 0 0.65 1.0 0.020 0
2 SCDM 1 0 0 0.40 1.0 0.019 0
3 reion 1 0.7 0 0.50 1.0 0.019 0.2
4 open 0.5 0 0 0.50 1.0 0.020 0
5 Quint 1 0.52 0 0.51 1.0 0.019 0
6 isocurvature 1 0 0 0.65 3.0 0.021 0
7 MDM 1 0 0.5 0.40 1.0 0.019 0
8 high-Vb 1 0 0 0.70 1.0 0.058 0
9 very-high-Vb 1 0 0 0.60 0.95 0.144 0.5
10 defect 1 0 0 0.65 N/A 0.019 008350to detect! are those with a baryon-to-photon ratio that con-
siderably exceeds the BBN value.
So why is this? Heuristically, we expect the polarization
amplitude to be proportional to the temperature-anisotropy
amplitude, and we have fixed this. This explanation is close,
but still only partially correct. More accurately, the polariza-
tion comes from peculiar velocities ~the ‘‘dipole’’ @32#! at
the surface of last scatter @5#. The peculiar-velocity ampli-
tude is indeed proportional to the density-perturbation ampli-
tude that produces the peak in the temperature power spec-
trum, but the constant of proportionality depends on the
baryon density @5,32#; the peculiar velocity ~and thus the
polarization! is larger for smaller Vbh2 ~and the dependence
is actually considerably weaker than linear!. We also know
that the troughs in the temperature power spectrum are filled
in by the peculiar velocities. Therefore, the polarization am-
plitude should actually be proportional to the amplitude of
the ~yet-undetermined! trough in the power spectrum, rather
than the peak that has been measured. Having fixed the peak
FIG. 5. The GG polarization power spectra for each of the mod-
els listed in Table I.
FIG. 6. The detectability of the polarization ~as plotted in Fig. 1!
for each of the models listed in Table I.1-6
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velocity—in turn depends only on the baryon density, Vbh2.
In this way, the polarization amplitude depends primarily
on the baryon-to-photon ratio, itself proportional to Vbh2.
These arguments further suggest that if the baryon density is
significantly higher than that allowed by BBN, then the po-
larization amplitude will be smaller, and accordingly harder
to detect. There are many good reasons to believe that the
BBN prediction for the baryon density is robust. However, it
has also been pointed out that some problems ~e.g., the
baryon fraction in clusters and a reported excess in power on
100 h21 Mpc scales! can be solved if we disregard the BBN
constraint and consider a much larger baryon density ~see,
e.g., Ref. @33#!. To illustrate, we also include in Figs. 4, 5,
and 6 results from a high-baryon-density ~i.e., Vbh2
50.144) model @33#, and as expected, the polarization am-
plitude is decreased relative to the temperature-fluctuation
amplitude. We conclude that as long as the baryon density is
not much larger than that allowed by BBN, the results shown
in Fig. 1 should be model-independent, but that the polariza-
tion may be significantly smaller if the baryon-to-photon ra-
tio is significantly higher.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out calculations that will help assess the
prospects for detection of polarization with various experi-
ments. Our results can be used to forecast the signal-to-noise
for the polarization signals expected from density perturba-
tions and from gravitational waves in an experiment of given
sky coverage, angular resolution, and instrumental noise.
Even after the polarization has been detected, our results will
provide a useful set ~although not unique! of figures of merit
for subsequent polarization experiments. Of course, the
‘‘theoretical’’ factors considered here must be weighed in
tandem with those that involve foreground subtraction and
experimental logistics in the design or evaluation of any par-
ticular experiment. ~As with temperature-anisotropy experi-
ments, these usually encourage increasing the signal-to-noise
to better distinguish systematic effects.!08350In contrast to temperature anisotropies which show power
on all scales @i.e., l(l11)Cl;const], the polarization power
peaks strongly at higher l. Hence the signal-to-noise in a
polarization experiment of fixed flight time and instrumental
sensitivity may be improved by surveying a smaller region of
sky, unlike the case for temperature-anisotropy experiments.
The ideal survey for detecting the curl component from
gravitational waves is of order 2–5 degrees, and the sensi-
tivity is not improved much for angular resolutions smaller
than 0.2 degrees.8 The polarization signal from density per-
turbations is peaked at still smaller angular scales, and may
be better accessed by mapping an even smaller region of sky
~again, keeping in mind the caveats mentioned above!.
Our numerical experiments and some physical arguments
indicate that the measured degree-scale temperature anisot-
ropy fixes the polarization amplitude in a model-independent
way as long as we use a fixed baryon density. Thus, if the
baryon density is known from BBN, then any experiment for
which the curves in Fig. 1 fall below unity is guaranteed a
3s detection of the CMB polarization. A non-detection
would indicate unambiguously a baryon density significantly
higher than that predicted by BBN.
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